Faced with new challenges of the future

The International Conference on Production and Marketing of Tomato Canario highlighted the need to promote cooperation between the farmer and research.

Strawberry for all month

The genetic improvement program at the University of California, brings a higher quality in different varieties all over the world.

Effect of supplementation of the substrate on the harvest of mushrooms

This paper studies the possibility of increasing the productive potential of specific substrates for cultivation of Pleuratus ostreatus by the addition of protein supplements in the process of inoculation of the substrate.

Birth of a cooperative for diversification in coffee-growing region of Colombia

From the very beginning, thanks to a small group of farmers, became a reality Cooperative Agromultiactiva San Bartolo, to improve the quality of life and of the products of this region, with the best coffee in the world.

The vegetables in Uruguay

Facts about the time that is going through horticulture, and study on the consumption of fruit and vegetable products Uruguayans, the challenge to achieve and consolidate the sector.

A horticulture imagination to cope with saturated markets

Poscosecha

From the 23th of September to the 26th 2008, took place in Zaragoza the VI National and IX Iberian Simposium on Maturation and Postharvest.

Floriculture in India takes a step forward

A world of flowers of different colors and shapes all gathered in one place. That was the spirit that lived at the Fourth International Flora Expo held between 26 and Sept. 28 in New Delhi.

Tomatoworld

Tomatoworld is the idea of a project that was thought years ago that the idea of a company. This idea where they always go in search of new formulas to believe in the growth and development of the world’s tomato.

Interpera

Spain took the leading edge in the global production of pear, which is concentrated in the area of Lleida. This paper explains the organization of the First Congress of the World’s Pera, “Interpera” on the part of Catalonia Qualitat.

Fruit trees in Holland

Fruit tress and rootstock sector in the Netherlands is one of the largest in Europe. This article explores the field of fruit trees in the Netherlands.